In this paper a method for detection of image forgery in lossy compressed digital images known as error level analysis (ELA) is presented and it's noisy components are filtered with automatic wavelet soft-thresholding. With ELA, a lossy compressed image is recompressed at a known error rate and the absolute differences between these images, known as error levels, are computed. This method might be weakened if the image noise generated by the compression scheme is too intense, creating the necessity of noise filtering. Wavelet thresholding is a proven denoising technique which is capable of removing an image's noise avoiding altering other components, like high frequencies regions, by thresholding the wavelet transform coefficients, thus not causing blurring. Despite its effectiveness, the choice of the threshold is a known issue. However there are some approaches to select it automatically. In this paper, a lowpass filter is implemented through wavelet thresholding, In this paper a method for detection of image forgery in lossy compressed digital images known as error level analysis (ELA) is presented and it's noisy components are filtered with automatic wavelet soft-thresholding. With ELA, a lossy compressed image is recompressed at a known error rate and the absolute differences between these images, known as error levels, are computed. This method might be weakened if the image noise generated by the compression scheme is too intense, creating the necessity of noise filtering. Wavelet thresholding is a proven denoising technique which is capable of removing an image's noise avoiding altering other components, like high frequencies regions, by thresholding the wavelet transform coefficients, thus not causing blurring. Despite its effectiveness, the choice of the threshold is a known issue. However there are some approaches to select it automatically. In this paper, a lowpass filter is implemented through wavelet thresholding, attenuating error level noises. An efficient method to automatically determine the threshold level is used, showing good results in threshold selection for the presented problem. Standard test images have been doctored to simulate image tampering, error levels for these images are computed and wavelet thresholding is performed to attenuate noise. Results are presented, confirming the method's efficiency at noise filtering while preserving necessary error levels.
INTRODUCTION

24
Since late years, even before 1990, altering images digitally has become a disseminated practice, much 
29
In addition, for a number of reasons, some of those are intended to deceive the viewer in ways that 30 hurt legal and moral principles guaranteed by law, creating a number of issues. The advent of powerful 31 tools with that purpose turns the detection in a very difficult process even for professionals. Lossy compression schemes perform a trade off between data quality and compressed data size, at 60 first, this might seem as a drawback to a forensic analyst due to the loss of evidence associated with the 61 trade off, however, different quality levels in an image are evidence themselves.
62
An original image possesses an unique quality level, a property originated both from its acquisition 63 and compression scheme. When such an image is tampered, either through cloning, splicing or matting, 64 the original content is combined with foreign content, which will possess different quality levels, being 65 the original content usually already compressed and the foreign uncompressed.
66
ELA works by taking an image compressed with a lossy compression scheme, intentionally recom-67 pressing at a known error rate and then computing the absolute difference between the first image and its 68 recompression.
69
This difference between images are the error levels associated with the original pixels, these error 70 levels, seen as an amount of change, are directly associated with compression loss.
71
If the amount of change is small, the pixel has reached its local minima for error at the determined 
75
ELA's absolute differences are computed across all spatial frequencies in an image. This causes the 76 error levels to mimic the spatial frequencies of the pixels they represent. That is, low frequency regions, 77 regions where the tonal transition is smooth, such as uniform skies or skin, will present lower amounts of 78 change while high frequency regions, where the tonal transition is abrupt, such as fur, grass or hair, will 79 present higher amounts of change.
80
These fluctuations might confuse a forensic analyst, since both high frequency and foreign content 81 will present high amounts of change. Regarding this problem, a windowed absolute differences scheme 82 is presented in literature Farid (2009a) to compensate the fluctuations created by both low and high 83 frequencies.
84
Error levels are noisy by essence since the absolute differences are computed across all spatial 85 frequencies in the image. This causes the error levels to mimic the distribution of the spatial frequencies 86 present in the image, increasing the difficulty in the interpretation of error levels. (2010), however, the greatest downside of these methods is the blurring of images.
93
On the other hand, Wavelets thresholding is a process that uses a forward wavelet transform, filters 
110
The results achieved show that the ELA technique is indeed very effective in detecting the forgeries 111 and despite the noisy images generated in the ELA process, filtering through wavelet thresholding with 112 automatic thresholding selection proved to be an effective approach in denoising, making easier to detect 113 the forgeries. Therefore, the proposed method has its validity attested and could be used to diminish the 114 attempts to moral rights by helping forensic professionals to detect a forged image. original quality level of a image is a unique feature itself, thus, any alteration process leaves its traces 125 behind also in it. Briefly, ELA works by using an image compressed by a lossy scheme and recompressing 126 it with a known error rate, then, it computes the absolute difference between the analyzed image and the 127 recompressed one. Formally, ELA is described as follows.
128
Error levels, ELA(n 1 , n 2 ) where n 1 and n 2 are row and column indices, can be represented by
for each color channel, where X is the image suspected of forgery and X rc is the recompressed image. Total error levels are error levels averaged across all color channels, as in
This difference between images are the error levels associated with the original pixels, these error by both low and high frequencies. Figure a) shows the original peppers image, b) shows the forgery, with a kitchen on the background and c) shows ELA for the doctored image.
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Wavelet thresholding, also known as wavelet shrinkage, is the process of converting a signal to a time-scale 150 domain through a forward wavelet transform, wavelet coefficients are then thresholded according to a 151 certain criteria and the reverse wavelet transform converts the wavelet coefficients back to the time-space 152 domain of the image.
153
Wavelets have proved very efficient at separating signal and noise, although no particular wavelet has 154 been shown to be more effective at denoising than others, however, threshold choice is a delicate issue.
155
Here is presented a short review of the method described in Kovesi (1999) to automatically determine the 156 threshold.
157
In Kovesi (1999), the Rayleigh distribution is utilized for estimation of the magnitude of response 158 vectors in log Gabor filters, considering 2D Gaussian noise in the complex plane. This distribution is 159 defined by
where σ 2 g is the variance of the 2D Gaussian distribution which describes the position of the filter's 161 response vectors. The mean of this distribution is
and the variance is
Threshold choice is then a matter of choosing a value which is a scale of the standard deviation beyond 164 the mean noise, as in
where k controls how beyond the noise's mean is the standard deviation.
166
A reliable estimate of the mean of noise amplitude distribution can be determined by
where A N is the N ′ th wavelet transform of the image. Smallest scales of A N provide the best result, since 168 they contain the most noise, further discussion can be seen in Kovesi (1999). In fact, noise power is 169 elevated at small scales Xu et al. (1994) , at it can be seen in the wavelet decomposition of the cameraman 170 error levels, in Figure 6 . That shows the wavelet scales decomposition, it is clear that at small scales seen 171 in the smaller images in the upper left side the noise is greater than the larger scales.
172
The noise mean µ r is effectively equal to E(A N ) and the variance, σ r can be calculated by combining 173 equation 5 with
resulting in
This statistical approach to the estimation of the threshold, T , through equation 6, proves successful 176 in removing noise from wavelet transforms. 
RESULTS
178
Soft-thresholding is utilized to ensure avoiding the introduction of frayed edges, typical of wavelet between the low resolution error levels in the gray scale image, the noise removal results are adequate.
184
The value of the k scale factor used for this image was 4. 
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where the threshold value is statistically calculated from the image, and performing the reverse wavelet 206 transform on the image.
207
Empirically, results show the approach successfully attenuates noise and improves error levels, better 208 identifying regions of the image where tampering has occurred.
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